FemmeHacks

CIS 1068

January 25, 2018

▶ women’s hackathon
▶ at Penn
▶ beginners!
▶ http://femmehacks.io/index.html
▶ can travel with TU ACM-W
▶ TU ACM-W info session Monday, Jan. 29th at 5pm in SERC

Administrative Stuff

▶ Finished ch 1. Started ch 2
▶ Lab 2 posted

Last Time

▶ more on data types
▶ more on mod
  ▶ why so common in CS
  ▶ a % b tricky ones
    ▶ what if a < b?
    ▶ what if b == 0?
▶ expressions
  ▶ PEMDAS
  ▶ mod same precedence level as multiplication, division
  ▶ two operators same level → left to right
▶ int / int is an int
▶ mixing types
  ▶ 5.0/2?
  ▶ double avg = 5/2;
▶ started loops